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Abstract

The components of an event-driven service-oriented architecture
(EDSOA) are composed in a highly decoupled way, facilitating high exibility, scalability and concurrency in SOA systems. Evolving an EDSOA is challenging because
the absence of explicit dependencies among constituent components makes understanding and analysing the overall system composition dicult. The evolution of
EDSOAs typically happens by performing a series of primitive changeswhich can
be described formally as change primitives.
In this article, we present our change pattern based approach for
managing the EDSOA evolution as a novel design method supporting EDSOA evolution. The change patterns operate on a higher abstraction level than change
primitives.
To evaluate our approach, we have compared both time and correctness of changes in a controlled experiment comparing the understanding and
performing of changes in EDSOAs. The experiment has been conducted with 90
students of the Software Architecture course at the University of Vienna. We compare the eciency of 3 sets of change operations for modifying a given system
architecture to obtain a desired architecture: a minimal set of 3 change patterns,
an extended set of 5 change patterns, and a minimal set of 4 change primitives.
Our results show that change patterns based evolution requires significantly less time to capture a similar level of correctness as the evolution based on
change primitives, presuming that a certain level of transformation complexity is
required. Furthermore, we did not observe a signicant dierence in the correctness
level nor in the time required to perform the changes using an extended pattern set
compared to a minimal set of patterns.
We clearly show the feasibility of our approach by developing
a design method and tool support using a model-driven tool chain consisting of 3
domain-specic languages and empirically evaluating the approach in a controlled
experiment.
Context:

Ob jective:

Method:

Results:

Conclusions:
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1 Introduction
In recent years, distributed event-driven architectures have become widespread in their
use in several domains such as real-time control systems, stock market and fast trading, network intrusion detection, sensor networks, healthcare monitoring, mobile and
wearable computing (see e.g. [20, 26]). A main reason is that event-driven architectures
provide solutions for developing distributed systems that facilitate high scalability, exibility, and concurrency [20]. An event-driven architecture typically comprises a number
of computational or data handling elements (i.e., components, actors) that communicate
with each other by sending and receiving events [20].

Each component may indepen-

dently perform a particular task, for instance, access a data storage, dispense cash from
a credit card, or interact with users.

Nowadays the components or actors in event-

driven architectures are typically services, leading to a combination of event-driven and
service-oriented architecture concepts, coined with the term event-driven service-oriented
architecture (EDSOA) [13, 21]. More precisely, we use the term to describe event-driven
architectures that are used to realize exible service communication and orchestrations
[13, 23, 50].
The communication style used in EDSOAs is based on implicit invocations performed by
publishing an event (or message) to an event channel (also called event bus or message
broker) instead of explicit invocations where one component is directly called via a
reference [26]. As the exchange of events among the components is performed through
the event channel, every component is in principle unaware of the others. This way a
high degree of exibility in the system is supported.
For example, the execution order of components can be changed (e.g., re-routing or
adding some components) or any component can be replaced (e.g., with a bug-xed or
upgraded version) whilst the system is running.

Additionally, EDSOAs support high

scalability since the loosely coupled components can be executed concurrently and easily
placed on dierent hardware nodes or virtual machines. However, the additional wanted
degrees of exibility, scalability, and concurrency through loose coupling might also increase the diculty and uncertainty in understanding, maintaining and evolving these
systems [8].
As requirements on software systems evolve over time, they have to be constantly maintained and changed [18]. More than one quarter of coding time is spent on implementing
changes and investigating their impact [16]. By analyzing evolution of software systems,
Weber et al. identify a set of change patterns that recur in many of existing software
systems [45]. These patterns are specic for process-aware information systems (PAIS)
where the execution of the software system is bound to a process schema, a prescribed
rigid description of the behavior ow, and therefore, mostly can not be changed during
runtime or just slightly deviated from the initial schema [30, 34, 42]. As a result, these
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approaches are not easily applicable for EDSOAs where components are highly decoupled and the dependencies between components are subject to change at any time, even
during the execution of the systems.

Nevertheless, these patterns provide a basis for

describing changes of the behavior in any information system.
To deal with the complexity and the large degree of exibility of EDSOAs, a set of
change operations that enable modications in the system at dierent abstraction levels is proposed in our approach. Those change operations include low-level primitives
(change primitives) for encapsulating the primitive change actions, such as adding or
removing an actor or event, and high-level patterns (change patterns), that encompass a
number of change primitives. An example of a change pattern is replacing an actor that
represents a service call. This replacement pattern encompasses `removing and adding
an actor' primitives as well as `removing and adding events' primitives. The provided
set of patterns signicantly extend the change patterns that are frequently occurring in
most information systems [45] in order to deal with the specics of EDSOAs. Hence our
rst research question addressed in this article is:

Research Question 1 (RQ1):

Can the concept of change patterns (as dened for

information systems by Weber et al. [45]) be used as a foundation for a design method
for the evolution of EDSOAs, reecting the specic changes required in EDSOAs?
In this article, we also investigate how the previously mentioned change operations
(change patterns and change primitives) inuence the process of performing changes or
evolving an EDSOA. More precisely, we hypothesize a positive eect on the eciency of
performing changes in an EDSOA model using the change patterns compared to change
primitive based changes. Hence, the second research question we studied was:

Research Question 2 (RQ2):

If RQ1 can be answered positively, is there a signicant

positive inuence on the eciency of performing changes in an EDSOA model using the
change patterns compared to change primitive based changes?
To study this research question, we conducted a controlled experiment where we compared the eciency of change patterns and change primitives for modifying a given
system architecture in order to obtain a desired one. The participants of our study were
90 students of the Software Architecture lecture at the University of Vienna. They were
divided into 3 groups, and each of them was asked to modify a given system architecture
(called the source architecture) using a given set of change operations in order to obtain
a desired architecture (called the target architecture). For all groups the same 4 source/target pairs of EDSOA architecture models were given.

The rst group was provided

with a set of 3 change patterns which also represents a minimal set of change patterns
needed to perform any change in the system. The second group was provided with two
additional patterns, to enable us to study to which extent additional higher-level abstractions help. Finally, the third group was provided with a set of 4 change primitives,
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which also represents a minimal set of primitives required to perform any change in the
system. Our results show that, for the most complex model studied and the case where
all models are considered together (the results for all studied models are summed up),
the group with change primitives required signicantly more time to reach a similar correctness level of pursued changes compared to the groups with change patterns.

The

obtained results provide empirical evidence that change patterns based evolution is generally more ecient than change primitives based evolution of EDSOAs, presuming that
a certain level of transformation complexity is required.

Moreover, the subjects used

two additional patterns in the extended pattern set only to a limited extent and had
problems with their correct application. No signicant dierence in the correctness level
of pursued changes nor in the time required to capture those changes using the extended
pattern set compared to the minimal set of change patterns was observed.
The major contribution of this article is the empirical study on eciency of performing
changes in EDSOAs, to nd answers to our research questions RQ1 and RQ2.
In our previous work [1, 3739], we investigate and adapt change patterns in the context
of event-based architectures dealing with the lack of prescribed execution descriptions
and the potentialy aribrarily changed relationships between constituent elements of a
system. In order to deal with the complexity and the large degree of exibility of eventbased architectures, in this article we combine our prior works into a novel design method
for the evolution of EDSOAs.

As another novel major contribution, we present an

empirical study in which we evaluated our approach with 90 participants.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the related work, and in
Section 3, we describe the required background on EDSOAs and change operations in
their context. We then describe our change pattern Based design method for supporting
EDSOA evolution in Section 4. Next, in Section 5 we discuss our empirical study on the
eciency of performing changes in EDSOAs using our pattern based approach. Finally
in Section 6, we summarize our main contributions.

2 Related Work
2.1

Related Works on Change Patterns

Starting from the seminal work on the evolution of software systems by Lehman [17],
several techniques for supporting dierent types of system evolutions have been investigated in dierent application domains [2]. One of the important works presented by
Weber et al. [31] identied a large set of change patterns that are frequently occurring
in the most of today's process-aware information systems (PAIS). The change patterns
observed by Weber et al. targeted PAISs in which the execution order of the elements
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are prescribed at design time and unchanged or slightly deviated from the prescribed
descriptions at runtime, therefore, not readily applicable for event-based systems where
components are highly decoupled from each other. However, these patterns can be used
as a basis for dening the corresponding change patterns for event-based systems (see
e.g. [3739]), since the structure of PAISs (i.e. process instances and their connections)
can in principle be mapped to the structure of EDSOAs (i.e. event-based components
and their connections). But, the specicities of EDSOAs in terms of e.g. the events that
the EDSOA components send and/or receive or the execution domains need to be taken
into account additionally. For instance, in PAISs the change primitives only deal with
adding or deleting a node or an edge, while in EDSOAs additional primitives like e.g.
replace an event of the component's input and/or output port or remove a set of events
from the port (see [37]) need to be considered.
Because of the loose coupled nature of EDSOAs, dierent variants of change patterns
known from PAIS with dierent semantics may exist. For instance, an
must be distinguished from

ParallelInsert

and

SerialInsert,

Insert

in PAIS

as described in [1]. There-

fore, we have implemented a subset of patterns presented by Weber et al. to meet the
requirements for EDSOAs (see Section 4.2).
The broader variety of possible changes has led us to an extensible solution, rather than
a smaller, more xed set of change patterns such as those for information systems by
Weber et al. [45]. For instance, inserting a new element in EDSOAs will lead to dierent
variants of the

Insert

identied the variants

2.2

pattern by Weber et al.

ParallelInsert

and

with dierent semantics.

In [1] we

SerialInsert.

Related Work on Event-driven Systems

Due to the loosely coupled nature of the participants, event-based architectures have been
investigated and leveraged in many large-scale distributed software systems today [8, 19,
20]. The advantages of event-driven communication styles have been extensively studied
in numerous approaches in dierent areas [10, 23, 36].
To the best of our knowledge, there are no prior empirical studies on the understanding
of the event-driven architectures at runtime. Some studies have been conducted on the
comprehension of general software models [5, 22, 27] but most of them focus on the
syntactical structures of the models under consideration. Therefore, they have not considered the understanding of the dynamic interplay of models at runtime nor investigate
the factors that inuence the aforementioned understanding.
In our previous work [3739] we have proposed a set of change operations that enable
modications of event-driven architectures at dierent abstraction levels. Particularly,
change primitives are proposed to capture the low-level modication actions and therefore
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can be eciently leveraged by technical experts. Additionally, on top of the primitive
actions a number of change patterns that encapsulate essential change actions that recur
in many software systems is proposed.

Recurring patterns are not readily applicable

for event-based systems where components are highly decoupled and the dependencies
between them can change at any time, even during the system execution. Therefore, as
mentioned above, those patterns were used just as a basis for developing an adapted set
of patterns that are specic for event-based software systems. In this study we provide
an empirical evaluation of the usefulness of both change primitives and patterns for
performing changes in the system.
One of the existing software development approaches for building distributed event-based
systems (DEBS) is CEP (Complex-Event Processing) [8]. CEP is dened as a set of tools
and techniques for analyzing and controlling a complex series of interrelated events [19].
Another approach is using a DEBS middleware, such as a messaging middleware or a
publish/subscribe system, to base distributed communication on events (see e.g. [11]).
With regard to our approach, CEP and DEBS focus more on detecting, processing and
responding to events as message streams, while we focus more on architectural aspects of
modelling the event-based systems and their evolution. With regard to the specication
and verication of event-driven architectures, a number of approaches exist that use
temporal logic [8], trace semantics [8], algebraic semantics [7], and similar formalisms.

2.3

Related Work on EDSOAs

There exist several studies that discuss the advantages of an integration between serviceoriented and event-based architectures (SOA and EDA). Niblett and Graham [21] have
illustrated how the combination of EDA and SOA into a single EDSOA infrastructure
brings many advantages, because it is quite common for a single service to combine both
request/response and event-oriented message exchanges. The research of Yuan and Lu
[50] shows an EDSOA based on a concept of value-centric processing and the event-based
communication style. Event-based communication oers a service provider to have more
information about their clients by creating client proles. Juric [13] discussed how SOA
can be extended with EDA concepts. In that approach services act as event producers
and event consumers and at the same time preserve the interfaces and their operations.
The approach also enables event-based service orchestrations in business processes.
In the eld of coordinated service integrations there exist several approaches that emphasize the integration between service oriented and event-driven architectures (SOA
and EDA). These approaches share many of the same characteristics such as modularity,
loose-couplings, and exibility [13, 23].
The aforementioned approaches mainly target the publish/subscribe messaging pattern.
None of those approaches aims at introducing appropriate representations and formalisms
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of event-based systems that are close to the developers' perception. High-level concepts
and representations for modeling and developing event-based systems have been presented in our previous work [41]. In this work we utilized those high-level concepts to
investigate the understandability of EDSOAs.

2.4

Related Work on Process-Driven Systems

In the area of workow patterns dierent authors provided a thorough examination of the
various perspectives that need to be supported by a process specication language and
process modelling tools (see for example [32, 33]). However, none of these approaches
provides empirical evidence in which way such patterns aect process modelling. Thom
et. al [35] reported on activity patterns for designing process models. They performed an
empirical study using 214 process models from dierent application domains to examine
the frequency with which dierent activity patterns occur in real process models. The
analysis was accomplished in order to verify whether candidate process fragments may
be considered as patterns with high probability for reuse. The results showed that the
detected patterns are well suited for dening both business processes and workows from
a variety of application domains.
The creation of process models based on change primitives has recently received considerable attention resulting in research on the process of process modelling (PPM) [3, 25].
This research focuses on the formalization phase, i.e., the interactions of the process
modeller with the modelling environment.

As mentioned above, Weber et al. [31, 45]

identied a large set of change patterns that are frequently occurring in and supported by
the most of today's process-aware information systems. In the context of process models creation, several change patterns have been investigated [6]. Other articles provide
empirical insights into the usage of change patterns in the process of process modelling
(PPM) [43, 46].

For example, some of the results indicated that an extended change

pattern set puts an additional burden on modellers who perceive them as more dicult
to use.

Therefore, an expected increased problem solving eciency was not achieved.

Contrary to the mentioned studies, in our study we compare the eciency of change
primitives and change patterns during performing changes in the system. In our study,
we also studied an extended pattern set but contrary to the given studies that used move
patterns that enable transformations on composite system fragments we used basic patterns that deal with a single actor in the system.
To a certain extent studies on exible process-aware systems are related to our work, too,
but we are not aware of a similar empirical study in the area of exible process-aware
systems. Several approaches try to relax the rigid structures of process descriptions to
enable a certain degree of exibility of process execution [12, 29]. Event-based systems
provide a high exibility for runtime changes, since there exist no explicit relationships
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among the actors.

3 Background on Event-Driven Service-Oriented Architectures
To support performing specic changes in EDSOAs as well as understanding their impacts, we assume that each service exposes an event-based interface that species a set of
events that the service can receive (the
will emit (

the output events).

input events) and a set of events that the service

The input events trigger the execution of a certain service

so the service is considered as consumer. In turn, a service can also emit one or many
output events after its execution nishes and therefore is called producer.
The service input or output events can only be observed at a certain point in time since
a service's interface can be changed whilst the system is running. New events can be
added to the interface or some events can be removed from it. Using the services' exposed
interfaces the dependencies between the services can be extracted at any time without
examining the source code. The concept of exposed interfaces fully complies with the
case of third-party services that are usually provided as black-boxes with documented
interfaces.
In general, the above mentioned concepts can be satised by most existing event-based
systems [20] when used for service orchestration. For demonstration purpose, in our previous work we built upon the DERA framework [40] that provides fundamental concepts
for modelling and developing EDSOAs and complies with the concepts and assumptions
mentioned above.
Figure 1 shows a simplied excerpt of the DERA Meta Model depicting only its very
basic concepts. Due to space reasons and to decrease complexity, in this article, we focus
on the core concepts of DERA only. A detailed description of DERA can be found in [40].
In DERA, a service is represented by an

event actor (or actor for short), which represents

a computational or data handling unit. For instance, this may be the executing a service
invocation, or accessing and transforming data. An

event

can be considered essentially

as any happening of interest that can be observed from within a computer [20] (or a

event types to represent a class of events that
attributes. Actors provide two ports, the input and the output
the interface of an actor. Instances of the dened event types

software system). DERA uses the notion of
share a common set of

port.

port describes
in the input port will trigger the actor. The actor may emit instances of event types
dened in its output port when it nishes execution. This causes an implicit control
A

ow, dened by a matching set of event types of an output port of one actor and an
input port of another actor. Note, that there exist several types of DERA actors [40],
diering slightly in its behavior. For the sake of simplicity we do not explain them in
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EventBridge

1
target

ExecutionDomain

input
Actor

Port

*

EventType

output

0..1

*

invokes

1

*

emits events of type

Service
consumes events of type

Figure 1: Simplied Excerpt of the DERA Meta Model (only the necessary elements
needed for this article)

detail.

DERA applications are organized in

execution domains,

which encapsulate a

logical group of related actors. Two execution domains can be connected via a special
kind of actor, namely,

event bridge, which receives and forwards events from one domain

to the other [40].
In a EDSOA context, the DERA runtime uses actors to invoke services whichvia
the input and output ports of the actorsemit and consume events of the event types
specied by those ports. The actor is a one to one representation of the service in the
DERA runtime or an internal actor that is not connected to a Web service.

A, if the event types dened in the input port of
B matches the event types in the output port of A. In turn, A is a predecessor of B. This
means, that a successor is executed after the execution of its predecessor has nished.
We call an actor

B

a

successor

of actor

Based on these basic notions of event-based systems, in our previous work we have
proposed a set of change operations at dierent abstraction levels that enable performing
dierent modications of EDSOAs (see [3739]). On the lower abstraction level, change
primitives are used to express ne granular changes, while, on the next higher level,
change patterns that encompass a number of change primitives are used to express more
complex changes of the system, such as moving an actor.

The given change patterns

are derived from similar patterns that are frequently occurring and supported in most
of today's information systems, according to the survey presented by Weber et al. [45].
However, recurring patterns are not readily applicable for EDSOAs where services are
highly decoupled and the dependencies between them can change at any time, even
during the system execution.

Therefore, those patterns were used just as a basis for

developing an adapted set of patterns that are specic for EDSOAs (see [37] for more
details).
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DERA Meta Model
Instance
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refers to

Change Pattern
Description
transform to

refers to

Change Pattern

refers to

Change Primitives

executed
by

apply
Change Primitives
API
DERA Runtime Environment

level of abstraction

transform to

DERA Model

low
Figure 2: Overview of Change Operations in Relation to DERA Models

4 Change Pattern Based Design Method for Supporting
EDSOA Evolution
Maintaining EDSOAs is challenging because of the absence of explicit information on the
dependencies of its components. Therefore, knowledge about the dependencies between
components has to be extracted from source code.

Assisting techniques for analyzing

the impacts of certain changes are missing, hindering the implementation of changes
in EDSOAs.

Specifying a design method supporting the evolution of EDSOAs allows

developers to focus on their concepts, like events and event emitting or consuming components.
Change patterns and change primitives express changes on dierent levels of abstraction
to deal with the complexity and the large degree of exibility of EDSOAs, as shown
in Figure 2. On the lower abstraction level, change primitives are used to express ne
granular changes on the modeled DERA application. This level is used by our system to
execute a change. On the next higher level, change patterns are used to express changes
of the system, for instance moving an actor. Change patterns are transformed into a set
of change primitives, which can be applied to a DERA application. On the highest level
of abstraction, change pattern descriptions dene change patterns.
We addressed the dierent levels of abstraction for change primitives and change patterns, as well as a modeling approach using domain specic languages in our previous
work [1, 3739]. The following subsections will give an overview of our existing work.
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Change Primitives Specication
INSERT
DELETE

ExecutionDomain +=actors
ExecutionDomain -=actors

Description
Add the actor

a

to the execution domain

Remove the actor

a

from the execution

domain
SET DOMAIN
ADD
REMOVE
REPLACE ALL

Actor->domain =domain
Actor:Port +=events
Actor:Port -=events
Actor:Port =events

d for actor a
events to port p
Remove a set of events from port p
Replace all events of port p with another
set of events
Set the execution domain
Add a set of

Table 1: Outline of change primitives

4.1

Change Primitives

We use low-level primitives, called change primitives introduced in [37], for encapsulating the basic change actions for populating and modifying EDSOAs, such as adding or
removing an event or an actor, replacing an event or actor, and so forth. An implementation of the proposed set of primitives is implemented for our DERA prototype. Table
1 shows the change primitives and summarizes their eects. In our model-driven prototype implementation (see Section 4.3), we provide generators to transform instances of
modeled change primitives to executable code, which can be performed by DERA. Based
on these primitives, in the following Section 4.2 we present change patterns for EDSOAs
with which the software engineers can easier describe and apply desired changes at a
higher level of abstraction.
The change primitives encapsulate the primitive change actions for populating and modifying EDSOAs. In our controlled experiment, we use a subset of these low level change
operations which represents a minimal set of change primitives:
and Remove.

Add, Insert, Delete,

This subset has been selected, as they are those primitives used in the

realization of the change patterns used in the other groups of the experiment.

4.2

Change Patterns

Change patterns for EDSOAs support software engineers to describe and apply desired
changes at a higher level of abstraction than the primitives. They are dened based on
the patterns that are frequently occurring and supported in most of today's information
systems according to the survey presented by Weber et al [45]. Table 2 gives an overview
of our realized change patterns for EDSOAs.
A change pattern basically expresses that a set of actors should change its position
within a DERA application, related to other implicitly dependent actors with matching
interfaces. A change pattern consists of various statements, which describe a change. A
change denes a set of source actors, dening the context of a change, e.g., actors to
be moved, inserted or deleted. A change might also dene existing or future relations
to other actors. To illustrate the patterns, Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the realized insert
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patterns, both with an example to show the dierence. For the formal semantics of the
patterns please refer to [37].

Serial insert of an actor: SERIAL_INSERT(actor, predecessors, successors)
Description: A new actor between predecessors and successors is added to the system. The control flow
between predecessors and successors will be directed through the inserted actor.
SERIAL_INSERT (X,Y,Z)
e2

X

e3
after

before
Y

e2
e1

e1

Z

Y

X

e3

e2

e3

Z

Figure 3: Serial Insert Change Pattern

Parallel insert of an actor: PARALLEL_INSERT(actor, predecessors, successors)
Description:A new actor between predecessors and successors is added to the system. The primary control
flow between predecessors and successors is not modified, so that the inserted actor is executed in parallel to
other possible actors between predecessors and successors.
PARALLEL_INSERT (X,Y,Z)
e2

X

e3
after

before
Y

e2
e1

e1

Z

Y

e1
e2

X

e3
e1
e3

Z

Figure 4: Parallel Insert Change Pattern

We developed a model-based change pattern prototype (see Section 4.3) which is designed to support developers expressing changes without detailed knowledge of the DERA
framework. The realized change patterns are listed in Table 2, coming with generators
to transform change pattern instances into a set of change primitives explained in Section 4.1.

4.3

Model-driven Tool Support

Our model-based tools and their transformations are developed with XText

1

and Xtend

2

Framework for Eclipse, which gives us the benets of code completion, text suggestions and validation within the Eclipse IDE. We developed two integrated model-based
domain-specic languages (DSL) for change patterns and change primitives that are able

1
2

http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/
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Change Pattern

Parallel-Insert(x, Y, Z)

Description
Y will become predecessors and
x, respectively
Add an actor x such that all actors of Y will become predecessors and
those of Z will become successors of x, transferring all dependencies
between y and z to x
Remove the actor x from the current execution domain S
Moves the actor x in a way that the actor y becomes predecessor and
the actor z becomes successor of x, respectively
Substitute the actor x by the actor y
Given an actor x that precedes an actor y , this pattern will switch the
execution order between x and y
Enable the concurrent execution of two actors x and y that are perAdd an actor
those of

Serial-Insert(x, Y, Z)

Delete(x)
Move (x, y, z)
Replace(x, y)
Swap(x, y)
Parallelize(x, y)

Z

x

such that all actors of

will become successors of

formed sequentially before

Migrate(x, S1 , S2 )

Migrate an actor
domain

x

from an execution domain

S1

to another execution

S2

Table 2: An overview of change patterns

to express changes on dierent level of abstraction to deal with the complexity and the
large degree of exibility of EDSOAs.
On the lower abstraction level, change primitives are used to express ne granular changes
on the modeled DERA application.

The language to express change primitives is ex-

plained in Section 4.3.1.
Change patterns are dened at a higher abstraction level, as described in Section 4.3.2.
Using model transformations they are transformed into a set of change primitives.
Both DSLs are supported through Xtext-based Eclipse editor plug-ins and use Xtend for
model transformations and code generation. The DERA code generator generates code
for the DERA applications which consists of one or many DERA runtimes, orchestrating
web services. The respective components of our tool chain described in this section are
shown on the right hand side of Figure 5.

4.3.1 DSL for Change Primitives
At the lowest level of abstraction, change primitives express very basic change operations.
Our domain specic language to express change primitives was introduced in [1], which
is based on the core DERA concepts described in [40].

Basically, the primitives can

describe an expression to add, set or remove DERA elements. A DERA element can be
an ExecutionDomain, an Actor with ActorPorts, or an Event. A structural overview of
the Change Primitives DSL is shown in Figure 6.
By referencing a DERA model instance, it is possible to reference instances of specic
DERA elements. An example instance of the Change Primitives DSL is shown in Figure
7.

It is the specic result of the Change Pattern DSL example explained in Section

4.3.2. In the Change Primitives DSL example, a set of primitives are shown to change
the DERA application

orderApp.

The lines with the marker
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(1)

and

(2)

removes a set

«Eclipse Editor Plugin»
Change Pattern Description DSL

«Xtend Generator»
Change Pattern DSL Code
Generator

«generates code for»

«Eclipse Editor Plugin»
Change Patterns DSL

«Eclipse Editor Plugin»
Change Primitives DSL

«model transformations to»

«Xtend Generator»
Change Patterns to Primitives
Model Transformations

«Xtend Generator»
DERA Code Generator

«generates code for»

DERA Application

Web Service 1

Web Service 2

Web Service N

Figure 5: Model-driven Tools and their Relation to the DERA application and Orchestrated Services

Figure 6: Model of the Change Primitive DSL
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primitives IllustrativeExample
{
//prevent loops
orderApp.ExternalService:input -= {}; // (1)
orderApp.ExternalService:output -= {}; // (2)
//insert elements
orderApp.OrderTranslator:input += orderApp.orderV2; // (3)
orderApp.OrderReceiver:input
+= orderApp.orderV1; // (4)
}
Figure 7: Change primitives for the SerialInsert

of events from the

input

and

output

port of the actor

ExternalService.

In this specic

example, the set is empty, but may contain a set of events for more complex DERA
applications. The line with the marker

(3)

adds the event

OrderTranslator. The line with the marker (4)
input port of the actor OrderReceiver

the actor

orderV2

to the input port of

adds the event

orderV1

to the

4.3.2 DSLs for Change Patterns
At a abstraction level above the change primitives, change patterns can be described to
express a change. As the Change Pattern DSL is referencing a DERA model instance,
specic DERA Elements as actors or events can be referenced.
DSL was introduced in [1].

The Change Pattern

Basically, the Change Pattern DSL can express a specic

change of a DERA application, by describing the change of an actor's position related
to its predecessors and successors after the change is applied.

A simplied structural

overview of the Change Pattern DSL is shown in Figure 8. To describe a change pattern,

SourceSelector
The TargetSelector describes the

sets of actors can be selected which may be aected by the change. The
references the actors which should change its position.

set of preceding and succeeding actors, when the change is applied.
complex relations between actors,

Constraints

To address more

can be described to express, which events

should not be aected by the change.
An example of a

SerialInsert

OrderTranslator (the
TargetSelector will be

is shown in Figure 9: The actor

SourceSelector )

must be inserted in a way that the actors of the

its predecessor (

ExternalService ) and successor (ExternalService ).

Based on a Change Pattern DSL instance, the change primitives are derived to enact
the change.

4.3.3 Change Pattern Description DSL for Supporting Change Pattern Definition
As the possible spectrum of change patterns is broad, a predened language to express
changes is not a sucient tool because it would have to be adapted for each additional
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Figure 8: Simplied model of the Change Pattern DSL

Change Set IllustrativeExample {
SerialInsert orderApp.OrderTranslator
between orderApp.ExternalService
and orderApp.OrderReceiver.
}
Figure 9: SerialInsert change pattern

change pattern or pattern variants. Therefore, we decided to develop a DSL to describe
change patterns and their impact, as introduced in [1]. That is, from textual models of
change pattern descriptions, we can generate the code for the Change Pattern DSL described in Section 4.2. This way, the Change Pattern DSL's denition is highly extensible
and easy to change.
Consider the pattern

ParallelInsert

Insert introduced above to illustrate the possible pattern variants:

describes how to insert a new actor into the implicit execution path.

One possibility is to just add a new dependency information to the ports of the preceding
and succeeding actor. This may lead to a parallel execution path, causing unexpected
execution behavior.

Another variant of the pattern,

SerialInsert,

will remove all

existing transitions between the preceding and succeeding actor before the new actor is
inserted. A detailed description of both variants can be found in [37].
As a second example of pattern variation let us consider the pattern
pattern variants:

Move

and its

Move describes how to change position of an actor within the implicit

execution path. One possibility is to just add the new dependency information to the
ports of the actor being moved, without changing any other actor (non-disruptive move).
This may cause side eects like loops or parallel execution paths. Another variant of the
pattern

Move may isolate the actor being moved completely from it's implicit successors

and predecessors by changing their ports before the actor is inserted on it's new position
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Catalog variants.insert.patterncatalog
Pattern SerialInsert :
"Inserts an actor x between y and z,
transferring all dependencies between y and z to x"
{
keyword: "SerialInsert"
from: actor toBeInserted
to: "between" actor predecessor "and" actor successor
transform:
// prevent loops
predecessor:in = predecessor:in
without (toBeInserted:out intersect predecessor:in)
predecessor:out = predecessor:out
without (predecessor:out intersect successor:in)
// insert
toBeInserted:in = toBeInserted:in union predecessor:out
successor:in = toBeInserted:out union
(successor:in without (predecessor:out intersect successor:in))
}
Figure 10: Change pattern description of

SerialInsert

(disruptive move). This may prevent loops and parallel execution paths, but may cause
other side eects like dangling or dead actors.
The Change Pattern Description DSL allows a change pattern developer to dene and
modify her own set of change patterns and its semantics, using set operations like union,
intersection, etc.

Results of the set operations can be stored in variables or directly

assigned to an DERA Model element like an actor. Instances of change pattern descriptions can be transformed to a stand-alone Change Pattern DSL including the change
pattern grammar denition, generators to transform change patterns into sets of change
primitives, as well as editors for Eclipse.

The additional Change Pattern Description

DSL is shown on the left hand side of Figure 5.
Figure 10 shows the denition of a

SerialInsert

using Change Pattern Description

DSL. The descriptions contains a name, a short textual description, simple syntax denition and the pattern's semantics expressed by set-based transformation rules.

4.4

Discussion

In this section, we have illustrated the challenges of modeling change patterns for EDSOAs and especially the signicantly extended scope compared to the change patterns
for information systems by et al. [45]. This extended scope is mainly due to the complexity and the large degree of exibility of EDSOAs. However, as model-driven support
for a number of variants of basic change patterns based on established change primitives
is possible, as well as extensible tool support to deal with the wide variety of possible
pattern variants in EDSOA evolution, we can conclude that RQ1 can be positively answered: Indeed, the concept of change patterns (as dened for information systems by
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Weber et al. [45]) can be used as a foundation for a design method for the evolution of
EDSOAs, reecting the specic changes that EDSOAs require.
The broader variety of possible changes has led us to an extensible solution, rather than
a smaller, more xed set of change patterns such as those for information systems by
Weber et al. [45]. For instance, inserting a new element in EDSOAs will lead to dierent
variants and semantics of the
identied these variants as

Insert

pattern identied by Weber et al.

ParallelInsert

and

In [1] we

SerialInsert.

The need of expressing variants of patterns with dierent semantics led us to the design
of the Change Pattern Description DSL described in the previous section.

5 Empirical Study on Eciency of Performing Changes in
EDSOAs
5.1

Empirical Study Description

As RQ1 could be positively answered, we have further studied RQ2 in a controlled
experiment. For the study design, we have followed the experimental process guidelines
proposed by Kitchenham et al. [14] and Wohlin et al. [48]. The former was primarily
used in the planning phase of the study while the later was used for the analysis and the
interpretation of the results.

5.1.1 Goal, hypotheses, and variables
As mentioned before, this study examines how the change operations for EDSOAs dened at dierent levels of abstraction (i.e., change primitives and change patterns) aect
the process of performing changes on those architectures.

Namely, we compared the

performances among 3 groups of participants each of them was provided with a dierent
set of change operations. The rst group was provided with a set of 3 change patterns
(Serial Insert, Parallel Insert, and Delete) that represents a minimal set of change patterns for performing any change in the system.

The second group was provided with

two additional change patterns (Reroute and Replace) while the third group had to deal
with a set of 4 change primitivesAdd, Insert, Delete, and Removewhich also represents a minimal set of primitives for performing any change in the system and are those
primitives needed to perform the changes described in the 5 selected change patterns.
In our study, we focus on patterns that operate on one element (i.e., actor) in the system
such as adding a new actor, deleting an actor, or replacing an actor with a new one.
As mentioned above, those patterns consist of 3 basic patterns (Serial Insert, Parallel
Insert, and Delete) that represent a minimal set of patterns for capturing any change
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Description
Scale type Unit
Range
Time (Time)
Ratio
Minute Natural numbers incl. 0
Correctness (CoCC) Ratio
Change Natural numbers incl. 0
Table 3: Dependent Variables

in the system and two additional patterns (Reroute and Replace, see Table 2) that can
capture more complex changes requiring a combination of basic change patterns. Under
the assumption that the expression power of change patterns to capture several changes
signicantly predominates over the diculty to foresee the impact of introducing them,
we expect that the change patterns (both the basic and the extended ones) provide more
ecient way of capturing changes in the system than the change primitives. Similarly,
we also expect that the extended patterns set is more ecient than the basic patterns
set. The eciency of performing changes is captured through 2 dependent variables in
our study, the correctness of the captured changes (CoCC) and the time required to
perform required changes (Time).

Beside these 2 dependent variables, we introduced

7 independent variables concerning the participants' experience (UML modelling, programming, and programming of distributed systems) and group aliation (3 dierent
groups of participants).
Based on the discussion above, we can break down our research question RQ2 into the
following hypotheses to be tested in our study:

Hypothesis H1 :

The usage of both a minimal and an extended change patterns set

signicantly increases the correctness of the captured changes in EDSOAs compared to
the usage of a minimal set of change primitives.

Hypothesis H2 :

The usage of both a minimal and an extended change patterns set sig-

nicantly decreases the time required to perform required changes in EDSOAs compared
to the usage of a minimal set of change primitives.

Hypothesis H3 :

The usage of an extended set of change patterns signicantly increases

the correctness of the captured changes in EDSOAs compared to the usage of a minimal
change patterns set.

Hypothesis H4 :

The usage of an extended set of change patterns signicantly decreases

the time required to perform required changes in EDSOAs compared to the usage of a
minimal change patterns set.
The CoCC variable is assessed as the number of non-captured changes in the nal model
provided by the participants as a solution.

The variable is calculated with respect to

a desired nal model (also called a target model) and a model created by the participants (see below for more details). The time variable is measured by the time that the
participants spent on providing a set of operations that should capture desired changes.
The participants' experience is measured based on their self-evaluations using a 5 level
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Description

Scale
type
UML modelling theory (UML-T)
Ordinal
UML modelling practice (UML-P) Ordinal
Programming theory (Prog-T)
Ordinal
Programming practice (Prog-P)
Ordinal
Programming of distributed
Ordinal
systems theory (Concur-T)
Programming of distributed
Ordinal
systems practice (Concur-P)
Group affiliation
Nominal

Unit Range
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

5 level Likert scale
5 level Likert scale
5 level Likert scale
5 level Likert scale
5 level Likert scale

N/A

5 level Likert scale

N/A

Groups G1 (3 patterns),
G2 (5 patterns), G3
(4 primitives)

Table 4: Independent Variables

Likert scale. The dependent variables together with their scale types, units, and ranges
are shown in Table 3. The independent variables are shown in Table 4.

5.1.2 Study Design
The experiment took place as a part of the Software Architecture lecture at the University
of Vienna, Austria, in the Summer Semester 2015.

Therefore, it was compulsory for

students in the course.

Subjects

The subjects of the study were 90 students of the Software Architecture

lecture at the University of Vienna.

Objects

The objects used in our study are 4 EDSOA models that dier in their com-

plexity, i.e., the number of actors and interconnections among them. Those models are
adapted from industrial case studies used in one of our previous projects or constructed
to reect common behaviour and scenarios very similar to those that exist in practice.
The following models are used: Exchange Rates (Model 1), ATM Machine (Model
2), Travel Booking (Model 3), and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) Fullment (Model 4).
Let us consider one of the models used in our study, for example, the model ATM
Machine. Figures 11 and 12 show the source and the target model of the system. The
changes between the two models used in the experiment were marked in red so that
they can be easily recognized.

When a new actor or event appears in the system, its

name is marked in red as well as the symbol of an actor whose input or output events
are changed. The event ow among the actors is represented by a dashed line with an
event name written beside.

The actors are represented as square boxes.

The actors

with arrows inside represent so-called condition actors that send their output events
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Model

Description

Exchange Converting currencies
Rates
and finding the best
conversion option
ATM
Automatic transaction
Machine machine to perform
financial transactions
Travel
Booking a journey
Booking
including hotel, flight,
and car
CRM
Managing interactions
Fulfilment between a customer and
a company by verifying
different information

Actors

Control
Flows

Source: 8
Target: 9

Source: 11
Target: 12

SourceTarget
Changes
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Source: 12 Source: 15
Target: 13 Target: 17
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Source: 12 Source: 17
Target: 13 Target: 20

39

Source: 21 Source: 34
Target: 23 Target: 36

87

Table 5: Studied Models

INPUT
SYSTEM (A1)

Receive
Verify
Bank Card (A2) PIN 1 (A3)
<ePIN1>

<ePIN1Yes>

Dispense
OUTPUT
Is the
Ask for
cash (A11)
SYSTEM (A12)
amount valid (A10)
an amount (A9)
<eAmountYes>
<eAmount>
<eEnd>

<eVerified1>
<eP
IN3
Yes
>

<eVerified2>
Verify
PIN 2 (A5)

Yes
>
IN2

<e
P

Is PIN 2
valid (A6)

<ePIN2No>

<eAm
o

untNo
>
3
IN

No

>

P
<e

Is PIN 3
valid (A8)

<eP

IN1

No

>

<eInput>

Is PIN 1
valid (A4)

<eVerified3>
Verify
PIN 3 (A7)

Figure 11: ATM Machine Model  Source Model

depending on the evaluation (TRUE or FALSE). They can send either events related to
the TRUE evaluation, e.g. Event ePIN1Yes for Actor A4, or events related to the
FALSE evaluation, e.g. Event ePIN1No for the same actor (see [40] for more details).
The abbreviations of the actors' names (i.e., A1, A2, etc., see the gures) are used to
shorten the time needed for writing corresponding change operations. The target model
of the system is created by performing dierent types of changes on the source model
that can reect dierent real situations.

For example, insert of a new actor or event,

delete some actors or events, replace an actor or event with a new one, add or delete
a control dependency, etc. (see [44] for detailed real-world examples). The information
related to the Models 1,3, and 4 are summarized in Table 5. The corresponding graphical
representations are not shown because of space limitations.

<eRepeat>
Verify
PIN 1 (A3)
<ePIN1>

Is the
Ask for
amount valid (A10)
an amount (A9)
<eAmountValid>
<eValidPIN1>

Dispense
cash (A11)

<eAmountYes>

<eVerified1>
<eP
IN3
Yes
>

<e
P

IN1

No

Receive
Bank Card (A2)

Is PIN 2
valid (A6)

<eVerified2>
Verify
PIN 2 (A5)

lidP
IN2
>

>

<eInput>

Is PIN 1
valid (A4)

<eV
a

INPUT
SYSTEM (A1)

<ePIN2No>

Verify
PIN 3 (A7)

Is PIN 3
valid (A8)

<eVerified3>

Lock
Bank Card (A13)
<ePIN3No>

<eTryAgain>

Figure 12: ATM Machine Model  Target Model
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OUTPUT
SYSTEM (A12)
<eEnd>

Instrumentation

All participants were provided with a document containing a de-

tailed description of the notation used in the models. Depending on the group aliation
the document also contained a set of change operations that can be used to transform
the given source models into the corresponding target models. In the same document,
an introductory example of the source/target model pair is described together with a
solution, to get participants more familiar with the task.
In addition, participants were provided with a questionnaire to be lled-in during the
study execution. On the rst page of the questionnaire, the participants had to rate their
experience on a scale of 15, i.e., theoretical knowledge as well as practical experience
on UML modelling, programming, and programming distributed systems (concurrent
programming). Regarding the theoretical knowledge, a scale level 1 means I have weak
theoretical knowledge and 5 means I have strong theoretical knowledge. With respect
to the practical experience 1 means I never use it in practice and 5 means I use it in
practice every day. The subsequent pages contain the 4 source/target model pairs to be
3

studied by participants . The models were shued so that 4 dierent combinations were
generated (a xed sequence of models is hold, only the starting point was variable) and
randomly assigned to the participants. The shuing was used to ensure that we get the
more/less balanced data for all the models in terms of equalizing the confounding factors
such as possible fatigue eects or the lack of time needed to complete all the models.
We also provided a table where the participants had to enter the time slots during
which they studied each of the models. Each time slot contains a start and stop time,
indicating the time when the participants started studying the given model and the time
when they nish it, respectively.

There were more time slots in case the participants

wanted to study the model more than one time. The time is written in the format

hour

: minute.

5.1.3 Execution
Preparation

The total time for the whole study was 2.5 hours.

During the rst

hour the participants and the experimenters (people who supervised the experiment)
studied together the notation and an introductory example, in order to ensure that the
participants comprehensively understand the notation and tasks to be studied and to
clarify any possible ambiguity and confusion.

Two experimenters, who were familiar

with the internals of the study, were present during the whole study execution, so that
the participants could pose any additional clarication questions.

3

The number of models to be studied per participant is estimated in a pre-study, conducted with our

colleagues, to ensure that the participants have fairly enough time to study all of them.
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The percentage of participants having a given experience
100%

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

20%
10%
0%

Figure 13: Participants' Demographic Information

Data collection

The data related to the participants' demographic information are

shown in Figure 13 (please see Table 4 for the abbreviations used in the gure). According
to the experience of the participants, we can say that most of the participants have
moderate experience (levels 2, 3, and 4).

According to their self-evaluations, we can

say that they have slightly worse knowledge and experience on programming distributed
systems than on UML modelling and programming in general.
Since we did not consider related knowledge and experience as a factor in our study,
an inuence of the independent variables (primarily participants' experiences) on the
dependent variables is eliminated by balancing the characteristics between the given 3
groups of participants.

The participants were randomly assigned to the three groups.

From Figure 13 we can see that the experience of the participants is quite well balanced
among the three studied groups. We also conrmed it statistically by pursuing the Cli 's
test and concluded that there is no signicant dierence in the experience between the
3 groups (see below for details on how to perform the given test).

5.2

Analysis

5.2.1 Descriptive Statistics
Six of the participants (3 from the G1 group and 3 from the G3 group) who wrote nothing
or just a few operations in total were excluded from the analysis because this would just
introduce bias in the results.

The descriptive statistics (mean, median, and standard

deviation) related the correctness and time variables for each studied model as well as
for all models together, after removals, is shown in Table 6.
As mentioned before, the correctness variable is calculated as the number of non-captured
changes in the nal models provided by the participants with respect to the desired
nal models. Particularly, the non-captured changes are calculated per actor and then
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Model

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

All
models

Group Num. of Mean
partic. (CoCC)
G1
27
1.74
G2
30
3.16
G3
27
2.04
G1
27
1.37
G2
30
3.96
G3
27
2.14
G1
27
2.14
G2
30
5.66
G3
27
4.33
G1
27
9.62
G2
30
21.46
G3
27
14.22
G1
27
14.88
G2
30
34.26
G3
27
22.74

Median St. Dev.
(CoCC) (CoCC)
1
2.79
1
4.38
2
2.26
1
2.63
1
5.58
1
3.42
0
2.99
2
8.61
1
7.24
4
17.16
9
24.83
8
15.40
9
19.14
21
35.62
15
21.65

Mean
(Time)
12.26
12.60
12.52
17
15.43
17.18
17.41
18.86
19.51
24.03
21.96
29.85
70.70
68.86
79.07

Median St. Dev.
(Time)
(Time)
11
4.79
12
5.25
11
5.22
16
8.53
13
9.04
15
7.24
15
7.02
18
8.61
19
7.30
21
8.67
23
7.68
29
10.36
72
9.31
68
11.35
77
11.13

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics

summed up for all actors in the model. The number of non-captured changes per actor
is calculated as the number of primitive changes that need to be performed in order to
transform an actor in the nal model provided by the participants to the corresponding
actor in the desired nal model. For example, to transform Actor A10 in Figure 11 to
Actor A10 in Figure 12 4 primitive changes are needed (removing Event eAmountNo,
adding Event eRepeat, removing Event eAmount, and adding Event eAmountValid).
Actor A13 is new so the number of primitive changes in this case is 3 (adding Actor
A13, adding Event ePIN3No, and adding Event eTryAgain). When all actors in the
system are taken into account, the number of changes to be made to transform the source
system into the target system is 22. Regarding the other studied models, Model 1, 3,
and 4, the number of changes to transform the source into the target system is 19, 39,
and 87, respectively.

5.2.2 Testing Hypotheses
To analyse the data obtained in the study, the following statistical tests are performed
using the programming language R [28]:

shapiro.test )

•

Normality analysis: The Shapiro Wilk normality test (R function

•

Comparison of a location shift between more than two variables: The Cli 's test
(R function

cidmulv2 )

The rst step in the analysis is examining if our data are normally distributed or not. In
case of not normally distributed data, we have to use the non-parametric tests in the next
step of our analysis, otherwise we can use the parametric tests [9]. The obtained p-values
for the Shapiro Wilk normality test are lower than 0.05 (i.e., the level of condence is 95
%), which means that our data show signicant variation from the normal distribution.
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Model 1
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G2 0.280
-0.025
0.581
G3 0.150 0.690
0.017 0.050
0.614 0.531

Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat) (p-val, p-crit, p-hat) (p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G1
G2
G1
G2
G2 0.041
-G2 0.290
-G2 0.150
-0.017
0.025
0.025
0.640
0.578
0.613
G3 0.640 0.058 G3 0.190 0.900 G3 0.130 0.650
0.050 0.025
0.017 0.050
0.017 0.050
0.462 0.355
0.603 0.509
0.624 0.464

All models
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G2
0.096
-0.017
0.634
G3
0.150 0.590
0.025 0.050
0.617 0.457

Table 7: The Results of the Cli 's Method - Correctness (p-val<p-crit -> result signicance, p-hat -> the eect size)

Model 1
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G2 0.780
-0.017
0.523
G3 0.890 0.990
0.025 0.050
0.511 0.501

Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat) (p-val, p-crit, p-hat) (p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G1
G2
G1
G2
G2 0.330
-G2 0.520
-G2 0.490
-0.025
0.050
0.050
0.422
0.551
0.444
G3 0.810 0.150 G3 0.180 0.480 G3 0.020 0.004
0.050 0.017
0.017 0.025
0.025 0.017
0.519 0.613
0.613 0.557
0.687 0.721

All models
(p-val, p-crit, p-hat)
G1
G2
G2
0.560
-0.050
0.453
G3
0.011 0.002
0.025 0.017
0.701 0.744

Table 8: The Results of the Cli 's Method - Time (p-val<p-crit -> result signicance,
p-hat -> the eect size)

Therefore, we decided to apply non-parametric tests to test our hypotheses. The Cli 's
method in conjunction with the Hochberg's method (to control the probability of one
or more type I error) that allows heteroscedasticity (dierent variances in the tested
groups) and performs well when tied values can occur [47] is used.
The results of the Cli 's method for the correctness and time variables are shown in
Tables 7 and 8. Particularly, the p-values that show if there is a signicant dierence
between the groups, the corresponding critical p-values, and the p-hat values that measure the eect sizes are shown. If the p-values are lower than the corresponding critical
p-values it means that there exists a signicant dierence between the groups [47]. The
eect size indicates how strong is the obtained dierence between the groups.

Values

around 0.556 indicate small eect size, around 0.638 medium eect size, and around 0.714
large eect size [15]. From the obtained results, we can see that there is no signicant
dierence in the correctness among the groups for all studied models separately nor in
the case where all models are considered together, when the correctness of all models is
summed up. However, for the time variable there exists a signicant dierence for Model
4 and the case where all models are considered together (see Table 8). The p-values in
the bottom of the table indicate a signicant dierence obtained between Group G1 and
Group G3 as well as between Group G2 and Group G3. No signicant dierence is found
between Group G1 and Group G2. The obtained eect sizes for the groups that show
signicant dierence in the time variable can be considered as large, which indicates a
strong dierence.
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5.3

Discussion

In the view of the obtained results, we can conclude that the Hypothesis

H1 of our study

is not supported, i.e., the usage of both a minimal and an extended change patterns
set does not signicantly increase the correctness of the captured changes in EDSOAs
compared to the usage of a minimal set of change primitives.

Therefore, our results

suggest that the abstraction level of the change patterns/primitives does hardly have an
inuence on the level of correctness achieved.

The expectations that change patterns

signicantly increase the correctness, driven by the correctness-by-construction principle
discussed in Section 5.1.1, did not materialize.

A possible reason might be that the

change patterns are not correctly utilized aecting the appearance of a large number of
non-captured changes in the models. By considering the results from all 4 models we
nd that almost 80% of the participants who used patterns applied them correctly, i.e.,
they introduced just around 10% of non-captured changes with respect to all required
changes.

H1 , we can actually associate them
with the results obtained for the time variable that are related to the Hypothesis H2 of

To better comprehend the results for the Hypothesis

our study. Namely, in achieving the same or similar level of correctness (as discussed
above no signicant dierence is found), the groups that utilized change patterns (Groups
G1 and G2) needed signicantly less time to perform all required transformations (for
all 4 tasks together) compared to the group that utilized change primitives (Group G3).
The same remark applies to Model 4.

However, for Models 1, 2, and 3 we found no

statistically signicant dierence in the time variable. For Model 4, the highest number
of transformations is required to transform the source model into the target one. Totally
87 primitive changes are required compared to Models 1, 2, and 3, that required 19, 22,
and 39 primitive changes, respectively (see Section 5.2.1 for more details). We conclude
that a certain level of transformation complexity is needed in order that change pattens
provide benets in performing changes in the system.
the Hypothesis

H2

Consequently, we can say that

of our study is partially supported, i.e., under the assumption that

a certain level of transformation complexity exists, the usage of both a minimal and an
extended change patterns set signicantly decreases the time required to perform required
changes in EDSOAs, compared to the usage of a minimal set of change primitives.
From the obtained results in Tables 7 and 8, we can say that the Hypotheses

H3

and

H4 of our study are not supported, i.e., the usage of an extended set of change patterns
neither signicantly increases the correctness of the captured changes nor decreases the
time required to perform the changes in EDSOAs, compared to the usage of a minimal
change patterns set.

Therefore, our expectations that two additional, more abstract,

change patterns would provide more ecient way of capturing changes did not materialize. To examine the potential usage of the additional patterns, we compare the number
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of change operations that need to be written in the case where the extended patterns set
is used versus the case where the basic patterns set is used. The additional patterns can
provide signicant benets only in the rst 3 models where the number of operations to
capture the required changes can be reduced from 21 to 16 (23.8% of reduction), using
the extended patterns set compared to the basic one. Since the additional patterns can
provide benets only in the rst 3 models, we examine the Hypotheses

H3 and H4 addi-

tionally in the case where the rst 3 models are considered together. Also in that case,
no signicant dierence in the observed variables is found. An explanation for the obtained results might be that the participants realised that the additional 2 patterns can
be captured by the other 3 patterns. Since the additional 2 patterns represent patterns
that operate on one actor, that do not provide huge benets in capturing more changes
than other 3 patterns, the participants simply did not use them as an option. We examined this explanation by studying the usage of the additional patterns in the system.
Table 9 shows the number of participants (and the corresponding percentage) who used
any of the additional patterns. From the obtained results, we can say that a relatively
small number of participants used any of the patterns. Furthermore, we examine if the
additional 2 patterns were correctly applied in the models, since incorrect pattern usage can increase the number of non-captured changes in the models. The usage of the
additional patterns introduced totally 58 non-captured changes in the rst 3 models, of
which 24 come from the Replace pattern (made by 2 out of 5 participants who used the
Replace pattern) and 34 from the Reroute pattern (made by 8 out of 17 participants
who used the Reroute pattern). Therefore, we can say that the relatively high number
of non-captured changes is introduced by the incorrect usage of the additional patterns
set. This fact and the fact that the additional patterns are rarely used, partially support
the explanations of the results for Hypotheses

H3 and H4 .

To summarize the obtained results regarding Hypotheses

H1

and

H2 , we can say that

working on change abstractions at higher level does not provide signicant benets, if
the goal is only correctness for smaller amounts of changes, but for performing a lot
of frequent changes, higher level abstractions like change patterns make sense. This is
quite reasonable, since capturing a small number of changes can be more or less easily
tracked using change primitives without aecting the model correctness while change
patterns still have to be appropriately combined (especially in the case where the set
of changes to be preformed do not comply with a set of change primitives captured in
a given pattern). Regarding Hypotheses

H3

and

H4 , we can say that the potential of

using the additional patterns could not be fully exploited, since the subjects used them
only to a limited extent and had troubles with their correct application.
Examining more precisely which patterns in which situations could provide benets or
cause disadvantages in the process of performing changes needs to be further investigated.
Also, we plan to examine the obtained results in cases where expert users who are more
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Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Replace pattern 1 (3.33%) 1 (3.33%) 3 (10%)
10 (33.33%)
Reroute pattern 9 (30%)
12 (40%) 7 (23.33%) 8 (26.67%)
Table 9: Number of Participants Who Used Replace or Reroute Patterns

experienced with model transformations as well as more complex patterns that operate
on several model elements are used.
Based on our results, we can conclude for research question RQ2 that a higher eciency in
performing changes using change patterns compared to primitives in EDSOAs is indeed
supported by our empirical results.

However, the usage of a minimal set of change

patterns did not signicantly increase the eciency of performing changes in EDSOAs
compared to the usage of an extended change patterns, or vice versa. That is, additional
research is required to nd exactly the right set of change patterns for optimizing our
design method for supporting changes in EDSOAs.

5.4

Validity evaluation

In this section we discuss the various threats to validity of our study and how we tried
to minimize them:

5.4.1 Conclusion validity
The conclusion validity denes the extent to which the conclusion is statistically valid.
The statistical validity might be aected by the size of the sample (27, 30, and 27
students in the groups G1, G2, and G3, respectively). In a between subjects-design, 20
participants are recommended to detect a large eect in the one way ANOVA test with
a power of 0.8 and a signicance level of 0.05 [4]. In the corresponding non-parametric
Cli 's test maximum 15 % more participants can be expected [49] leading to 23.

As

we obtained that there is a statistically signicant dierence between the studied groups
for the given sample size, we would be able to detect even tiny dierences between the
groups if the sample size increases. Therefore, there is a low threat to conclusion validity
of our results.

5.4.2 Construct validity
The construct validity is the degree to which the independent and the dependent variables
are accurately measured by the appropriated instruments. A possible threat to validity
might be the measuring of the time variable. The participants could have forgotten to
write the time right before they start and right after they nish studying the models
which represents a threat to the accuracy of the time variable. In order to reduce that
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threat, we wrote a reminder before each studied model to remind the participants to
write the stop time in the previously studied model if they forgot it and the start time
for the given model they intend to study as the next one.
The interpretation of the answers to the questions might result in a threat to validity of the dependent variable.

The change operations written by the participants are

thoroughly examined by the rst author and additionally checked by the second one.
Therefore this potential threat is mitigated to a large degree.

5.4.3 Internal validity
The internal validity is the degree to which conclusions can be drawn about cause-eect
of independent variables on the dependent variables. We deal with the following issues:

Dierences among subjects.

The variation in human performance might distort

the results of the study, and then the performance dierences would not arise from the
dierence in treatments. In this particular study, the participants' experience is quite
well balanced among the three groups in the study and there is no signicant dierence
among the groups (see Section 5.1.3). Thus, this factor is not seen as a strong threat to
validity.

Fatigue eects.

Total time limit for the whole study was 2.5 hours so fatigue was

not very relevant. Also, the shuing of the models and a pre-study estimation of the
required time for studying the questions (see Section 5.1.2) helped to cancel out these
eects.

Measuring method.

A potential threat to validity might be that the understanding

of the questionnaire could have been biased towards Group

Ahierarchy .

Answering

some of the questions might be easier for that group because the architecture for that
group reduces the decision space by pointing to the component or the set of components
related to the examined concern. However, those questions are based on the established
comprehension framework related to examining the relevant concerns of (a part of ) the
system and how those concerns are interrelated [24].

The established task framework

also ensures that many aspects of typical understanding contexts are covered. Beside the
usage of the common framework the questions are imaginatively constructed to measure
the deeper understanding of the groups (see Section 5.1.2). As a result, the questionnaire
concerned both global and detailed knowledge, as well as static and dynamic aspects.
Therefore, we consider that this threat is mitigated to a large extent.
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5.4.4 External validity
The external validity is the degree to which the results of the study can be generalized
to the broader population under study. The following facts are identied: The greater
the external validity, the more the results of an empirical study can be generalised to
actual software engineering practice.

The studied models.

Although we used only 4 models in the study, we consider that

a risk for generalizing the results is mitigated to a large extent. In particular, we created
dierent types of changes (without emphasizing particular change types) on the source
model that reect dierent real situations like inserting of a new actor or event, deleting
some actors or events, replacing an actor or an event with a new one, adding or deleting
a control dependency, etc. [44]. Therefore, we consider that this threat is mitigated to
a large extent. However, examining in how far dierent change operations are benecial
for models with dierent characteristics or structures need to be further investigated.

The used notation.

Another possible threat to external validity relates to the mod-

elling notation used (i.e., DERA framework).

In the given notation, the interfaces of

the actors are explicitly dened, which is close to the developers' perception and reduces a non-deterministic behaviour of event-based communications (see Section 3). As
mentioned before, the used notation and concepts comply with most existing EDSOAs.
Explicitly dened actors' interfaces, used in the notation, enable that the dependencies
between the actors are known at any time.

Therefore, the dependencies do not need

to be extracted from the source code by studying dierent event-processing rules (e.g.
complex event processing rules [20], publish-subscribe rules [20]). However, in case of no
explicit interfaces, where a user has to study actors event processing rules to infer how
the actors communicate, dierent results might be obtained. More studies are necessary
to investigate those eects.

Subjects.

In our study, we used students who have moderate knowledge and experiences

related to the studied problem.

It has been shown in previous research that software

engineering students may provide an adequate model for the experts population [46].
However, the results cannot be generalized to experts who will presumably be able to
apply patterns more eectively.

6 Conclusion
This study presents a change pattern based design method for supporting evolution
in EDSOAs, together with a controlled experiment on understanding and performing
changes in EDSOAs using change operations at dierent abstraction levels (i.e., lowlevel change primitives and high-level change patterns). We have clearly shown in the
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feasibility of our approach by developing a design method and tool support using a modeldriven tool chain consisting of 3 domain-specic languages. In our empirical study, we
investigated the eciency of transforming a given architecture model into a desired one,
using 3 dierent sets of change operations:

a minimal set of 3 change patterns, an

extended set of 5 change patterns, and a minimal set of 4 change primitives. Our results
indicate that change patterns based evolution is more ecient, i.e., requires a signicantly
less time to capture a similar level of correctness, compared to the change primitives
based evolution. However, the observed improvement in eciency has only been shown
for the model that required the highest number of changes to be captured as well as for
the case where all models are considered together. Therefore, we conclude that a certain
level of transformation complexity is required for change patterns to provide benets in
performing changes of a system.

In addition, no signicant dierence in eciency of

an extended pattern set compared to a minimal set of patterns is found. With respect
to that, we conclude that the additional patterns could not be fully exploited, since
the subjects used them only to a limited extent and had troubles with their correct
application. The results of our study  besides the empirical evidence  also provide a
contribution toward a tool support for performing changes in EDSOAs. In particular, our
research informs the choice of change operations that such tools should provide. Future
research should include examining more precisely in how far dierent change operations
can support capturing dierent types of changes in the system as well as how experts
would apply dierent types of change operations.
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